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Autism is a developmental condition that impacts 1 in 100 people [48]. It affects autistic people’s interactional
and sensory preferences and behaviours. Autistic people can find interactions difficult in part due to sensory
overwhelm. Interacting online can provide a positive alternative that allows for interactions on their own
terms. However, most social media platforms are designed by neurotypical standards and can therefore inhibit
full participation by autistic users. We demonstrate through the analysis of 34 semi-structured interviews with
autistic adults that current social media design is not sufficient for creating an inclusive environment and
enabling participation from autistic adults. We identified six themes across the interviews: (1) ‘Social Media
compared to In-Person Interactions’, (2) ‘Social Media as Enabling/Overwhelming’, (3) ‘Perceived Social Norms’,
(4) ‘Keeping Connected and Finding New Communities’, (5) ‘Keeping Control through Systematic Practices’,
and (6) ‘Being Authentic’. The themes demonstrate the attention that autistic adults give to online interaction,
suggesting that online interactions may be just as fraught as in-person interactions have been shown to
be. In order to become more inclusive of autistic adults, we recommend that social media platforms expand
low-effort participation features, provide increased control over algorithmic content, support expression of
intent and tone, aid discovery of interactional norms, and reinforce interest-based sociality.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in collaborative and social com-
puting.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: autism, inclusive design, participatory research, interviews, qualitative
research
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1 INTRODUCTION
Autism is a developmental condition affecting a person’s communicative and sensory preferences
and abilities [48]. The condition is specific to each individual, and while it is generally envisioned as
a horizontal spectrum, autistic communities prefer to discuss it as a circular spectrum with different
affected areas that may differ per individual. The UK’s National Autistic Society [48] reports that 1
in 100 people are autistic. Characteristics of autism can include repetitive and restrictive behaviours,
extreme anxiety, meltdowns and shutdowns, and difficulties with social interaction [48]. While
autism used to be, and sometimes still is, referred to as a disorder that causes impairments ([36], p.
139) and deficiencies [49], recent autistic-led work has moved away from this perspective. Here,
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autism is viewed as a neurotype, which manifests through differences in communicative and sensory
behaviours that mismatch with neurotypical preferences (see the double empathy problem, [34]).
Gallagher [23] proposes understanding autism from an “interaction theory” perspective which
concentrates on intersubjectivity both internal: capabilities from birth, and external: capabilities
that are acquired. While previous work on autism and communication placed full responsibility
for breakdowns in communication with autistic individuals and their “deficiencies” [49] [6], this
approach follows how communication is generally viewed in neurotypical populations: as an
interaction, where all participants carry some responsibility for its success [42] [43]. This approach
has led to studies that focus on understanding how autistic individuals communicate [4] [26] [37]
instead of evaluating autistic communication by neurotypical standards.

Research has shown that autistic people can find belonging in autistic groups, resulting in
feelings of enjoyment and happiness that are less common when interacting with neurotypical
people [4] [18]. Bagatell ([4], p. 419) writes about an autistic participant who found that interact-
ing with other autistic people helped him reposition himself as ‘normal’ for an autistic person.
Similarly, Crompton et al. [18] show how time spent with other autistic people is beneficial due
to participants understanding of each other and a sense of belonging. Ben, the participant in
Bagatell’s ([4], p. 419) study, identified as belonging to the ‘Aspie world’, a term that was used
by him and his friends. The emergence of this world is in part connected to: (1) the emergence
of the disability rights/self-advocacy movement; and (2) the rising adoption and availability of
computing technology, specifically access to the Internet. Through weblogs, online forums, social
media and social networking sites, the internet has helped autistic people connect with others
through interest-based forums including Quora and sub-Reddits, as well as maintain connections
with ‘offline’ relationships through social media such as Facebook [31] [7]. This provides more
control for autistic people as ‘offline’ communities, such as school friends, sports clubs, or hobby
groups, often require persistent autistic ‘masking’ where autistic people make a conscious effort
to mimic neurotypical behaviour [16]. An offline comparison to online community groups can be
autism support groups where autistic people can meet and interact on their own terms [27]. In
addition, the rise of computer-mediated communication promotes the growth of self-advocacy
groups, increasing their reach and visibility. Social media in particular may be helpful to autistic
people as communication that has space for delayed responses and direct connection to individuals
like themselves. However, considering the differences in communicative and sensory preferences
and behaviours between autistic and allistic1 users, there has been a relative paucity of research
investigating how autistic users interact with online platforms and environments and engage with
others on social media [15] [17] [38]. This research so far indicates differences in uptake of platform
features between autistic users and neurotypical users [38], and suggests a need for increased
consideration of autistic perspectives in order to develop more inclusive platforms and widen
participation [55].

This paper contributes to this nascent field by drawing on 34 interviews with autistic adults
about their use, experiences, and feelings about and towards social media, particularly Twitter and
Facebook. Our data highlights that autistic users clearly understand and perceive the current state of
social media platforms, and that they identify social norms as expected behaviours throughout their
social media use which affect their personal usage. While in many instances participants conform to
these perceived social norms to some extent, at times, participants also discussed eschewing these
norms in favour of authentic use and discussed how they prefer to use social media. Our analysis
of the interviews demonstrates that the current design of social media platforms influences social
norms, which in turn influences how autistic, and in fact all other users, interact with the platforms

1Non-autistic people including other neurodiverse populations such as people with ADHD
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and each other. However, there is no automatic influence from the enacted use of platforms and
their features into the design which this paper aims to provide. We build on existing studies and
inform our design recommendations on reports of autistic participants. Based on our interviews, we
show an increased need for (1) low-effort participation features, (2) control over algorithmic content,
(3) tools for expressing tone and intent, (4) explicit interactional norms (expected behaviours when
interacting with other users), and (5) interest-based sociality.

2 AUTISM AND THE ONLINE ENVIRONMENT
2.1 Autism and Social Networking Sites
Social media can function as a place to develop social skills in a ‘safe’ environment ([13], p. 191) and
to connect with people over shared interests and experiences ([25], p. 13). Previous research shows
that autistic people commonly use social media, with one study showing that 65 per cent of autistic
respondents used social media for “social engagement and connection” ([32], pp. 1711–1712). It has
been noted that social media is particularly useful for autistic people due to the perceived level of
social and physical distance that can be maintained [5] [32], and because features of certain social
media platforms can be used to compensate for different social abilities and preferences. Studies
have generally found that initiating new relationships online was seen as easier by autistic people
than initiating them offline [5] [13] [25], however there are conflicting reports on the use of social
media in maintaining relationships. Brownlow et al. [13] report that maintaining friendships may
be easier online as online communities can create a space to ‘study’ friendships and improve social
skills. However, Gillespie-Lynch et al. [25] suggest that the lack of emotional cues and response
delays may make maintaining relationships online more difficult than maintaining relationships
offline. This is indicative of the idiosyncratic experience of being autistic, with each autistic person
having their own preferences, challenges, and autistic characteristics.

Existing literature on autistic people’s use of social media also highlights a great diversity on
how features and functionalities of different platforms work for some and not for others. For
instance, while some autistic users have reported finding the focus on textual interaction easier
([25], p. 13; [32], p. 1712), studies have also showed how both text and pictures are increasingly
used pragmatically in online interactions by, what are assumed to be, neurotypical users [51]
[52], meaning that images work in conjunction with text to create meaning. The affordances
of social media can allow users to participate in ways that are not accessible to them in offline
interactions and provide mitigation strategies to deal with neurotypical forms of interaction. Several
technological features allow for users to find communities, such as profiles [20], ‘friending’ [19],
posts [2], hashtags [54], and comments [24]. However, the question should be raised as to how
autistic adults perceive these technological options and how they employ them in order to use
social media for their individual chosen purposes. This paper builds on this existing research by
expanding our knowledge in regard to how autistic people experience social media, and how its
affordances both aid and constrain communication of autistic people.

2.2 Design Research and Autism
In HCI and CSCW research for and about autistic users, there are two general tendencies. Firstly,
research includes the design of systems to help autistic people manage anxiety (see for example
[11, 17, 45, 46]) and secondly, it focuses on ‘translating’ existing, neurotypical design so autistic
users can make sense of it (see for example [22, 41, 55]). While these approaches have provided
valuable insight into the potential of design in supporting autistic experiences, these studies have
a tendency to center neurotypical behaviours as the standard. For example, Boyd et al. discuss
a wearable device that would give the autistic user direct feedback on their “atypical prosody”
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[11] without consideration of whether the neurotypical interlocutor should receive feedback on
understanding their autistic conversation partner. More aligned with our approach is Rapp et al.
who center autistic experiences in their study of urban design [40]. As a result of taking autistic
experience as the standard, their design recommendations are all aimed at making autistic lives
easier rather than encouraging autistic people to live by neurotypical standards.

In this sense, we subscribe to a critical stance towards inclusive design, one that recognises the
existence of an inherent conflict between designing for the widest possible audience on one side,
and taking differences seriously on the other side [9]. In this paper, we use the term ‘inclusive
design’ as a generic way of referencing approaches to design that pursue inclusivity, i.e. that seek
to serve the needs of the widest possible audience irrespective of age and ability [9]. These include
the UK-centric Inclusive Design, the US-centric Universal Design, and the European-centric Design
for All [9, 29]. The origins of inclusive design can be traced to the mid 1990s, when design sought to
challenge established conceptions of ageing, disability, and social inclusion [29]. There is therefore a
close connection between disability narratives and inclusive design [30]. Accordingly, our position
towards inclusive design is shaped by the neurodiversity movement [47], which rejects medicalised
notions of autism as deficit, conceptualising it instead as a different cognitive style [50]. This
emphasis on difference inspires our interest in designing a world that reflects and accommodates
human diversity [29]. We view inclusive design not as the matching of a single artefact to the widest
possible range of capabilities [29], but as a matter of overall justice and fairness across a category
of artefacts (e.g. social media platforms) within a certain social context (e.g. autistic people) [9].

Inclusive design has been justified on legal grounds, on business and economic grounds, and
on social grounds [29]. This work approaches inclusive design from a different angle, focusing
instead on how inclusive design can spur innovation by challenging assumptions [29] about what
constitutes appropriate and desirable social media interfaces.

3 METHODS
We took a participatory approach [21] where the design of all material, including consent forms and
interview structure, was reviewed by autistic adults. In order to identify exactly how autistic users
experience social media, we used “discourse-oriented online ethnography” [1] [2], an approach that
combines the study of the users’ own accounts with observable patterns of online behavior. The use
of semi-structured interviews at the end of the observation period, allowed us to: (1) understand
specific instances of online behaviours through the inclusion of participant-specific examples, (2)
provide space to autistic participants to talk as much or as little as they wanted in order to find
what mattered to them, (3) be able to ask for expansion on answers and ensure all topics relevant
to our study were covered in addition to topics that participants brought up.

3.1 Participants
The recruitment of participants took place as part of a UK research council project focused on
the experiences autistic adults have of online environments. In collaboration with Autistica, a
UK autism charity, a total of 35 participants were recruited. We ensured the participant group
was representative of a range of ages, genders, and social media use (see Table 1). Participants
were selected based on having a professional diagnosis of autism or Asperger’s2, no history of
intellectual disability, and experience of using Twitter and/or Facebook. These two platforms
were selected as both allow for opportunities to connect with others directly [53], for example
through Facebook groups, hashtags, and comments/replies, while also containing a need for a

2Asperger’s is no longer used as a separate diagnosis following DSM-V, however as participants may have been diagnosed
earlier, Asperger’s was included in our recruitment criteria.
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public-facing profile/persona, i.e. a Facebook profile and wall and a Twitter feed. All consent forms
and recruitment procedures were reviewed by a panel of autistic people recruited through Autistica
to ensure accessibility and the entire study was approved by the Queen Mary, University of London
ethics board (ethics approval number: QMERC2020/58). One participant left the study prior to the
interview stage.Therefore, this paper will discuss the findings of 34 interviews. Each participant was
given a code to preserve anonymity. The participant codes consist of T/F/TF standing for Twitter
and Facebook indicating their social media use, followed by a number in order of recruitment.

From a total of 34 participants, 16 identified as female, 12 identified as male, 4 identified as non-
binary, 1 identified as assigned male at birth (AMAB), and 1 participant did not disclose their gender.
None of our participants had complex support needs nor any history of intellectual disabilities3. All
participants were proficient in technology use and were familiar with video-conferencing platforms
and social media platforms. The average age was 43 (median age = 42.5). Most participants had a
Twitter and a Facebook profile (n=26), 4 participants had a Facebook profile only, and 4 participants
had a Twitter profile only. Frequency of social media use is based on self-reports at the time of
recruitment with a choice of daily, weekly, and monthly or less.

3.2 Data collection
As part of the study, participants consented to the research team ‘following’ their engagements on
social media for a 3-month period. For participants who used Twitter, this involved two researchers
‘following’ the participants and observing daily posts. Participant Twitter profiles were also scraped
on a weekly basis. Participants who used Facebook were asked to download 3 months’ worth of
their Facebook posts retroactively from the date of recruitment. Downloaded files were then shared
with the research team. The analysis of these posts was used to inform the interview questions
including the inclusion of examples from participants’ own social media use in the third part of the
interview.

Following the observations, participants were invited for semi-structured interviews. As recruit-
ment started in January 2021, we used online interviews to account for Covid-19 related restrictions.
However, we found online interviews to contribute positively to our study as the lack of travel
requirements meant we could recruit a geographically diverse group as well as people for whom
travel would be particularly stressful due to sensory challenges. A choice was given to participants
to conduct interviews via a videocalling platform of their choice (Zoom, Teams, Skype) or via
email to accommodate autistic preference for non-verbal communication. Four interviews were
conducted in writing over email, while the remaining 30 interviews were done via video call. For the
written interviews, participants were given the interview questions via email and asked to return
the questions once completed. The questions were the same as the questions asked in the spoken
interviews with the exception of prompt questions that were used (where relevant) in spoken
interviews. Participants were also able to leave their cameras off which some chose to do. Interviews
lasted between 30 and 90 minutes in duration, with most interviews around 60 minutes. They
were structured around three parts. (For full interview script, see Appendix A). Firstly, participants
were asked about their general experience with social media, including how long they had been
using Facebook and/or Twitter and whether their use had changed over time. Secondly, we asked
participants about their everyday use of social media and their online environment, which included
questions around their online networks (e.g. ‘how would you describe your network?’) and when,
where, and how often they visit social media. Finally, the third part of the interview focused on
the use of specific platform features, such as comments, hashtags, and emojis. In this part, we also

3Following preferences from the autistic community, we do not ‘classify’ autistic participants with terms such as ‘high- or
low-functioning’ and instead focus on support needs [10]
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Table 1. Overview of Participants’ Demographics

Participant code Gender identity Age Frequency of social media use

TF1 Male 61 Daily
TF2 Not disclosed 58 Daily
TF3 Male 29 Daily
TF4 AMAB 48 Daily
TF5 NB 49 Daily
TF6 NB 40 Daily
TF7 NB 44 Daily
TF8 Female 38 Daily
TF9 Female 30 Daily
TF10 Female 27 Weekly
TF11 Female 37 Weekly
TF12 Female 50 Weekly
TF13 Female 39 Weekly
TF14 Male 58 Weekly
TF15 Female 46 Monthly or less
TF16 Male 57 Monthly or less
TF18 Female 41 Daily
TF19 Female 30 Daily
TF20 Female 30 Daily
TF21 Male 37 Weekly
TF22 Female 26 Monthly or less
TF23 Female 45 Monthly or less
TF24 Male 28 Monthly or less
TF25 Female 41 Weekly
TF26 Male 27 Daily
TF27 Male 58 Daily
F1 NB 25 Weekly
F2 Female 48 Monthly or less
F3 Male 66 Monthly or less
F4 Male 44 Monthly or less
T2 Female 50 Daily
T3 Male 56 Monthly or less
T4 Female 56 Daily
T5 Male 39 Daily

introduced two examples of observed platform use for each participant and asked them to talk a bit
more about their thought process behind a specific post or comment. This was not included for
participants who did not post during the 3-month observation.

Interviews were recorded and transcribed. Written interviews were used as-is. This data was
combined into a single corpus for analysis.
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3.3 Data analysis
Following transcription, the interviews were coded using thematic analysis [12], with the text
being segmented by paragraphs created by the (external) transcribers. To account for reliability, the
coding took place in stages. First, an autistic researcher (author 1) read all interviews and identified
and grouped common codes. These themes were then tested in the second stage through the double
coding of one transcript by both the autistic researcher (author 1) and the project lead (author 4).
Coding was then compared, and mismatches were discussed and resolved during a meeting. This
was then followed by a second round of double coding, conducted by the same two team members.

Following the second round of coding, high agreement was found in each category (above 80%,
with platform architecture as barrier the only lower category at 78%, using simple percentage
agreement). Differences in coding were resolved in a meeting, and the final themes were decided as
follows:

(1) Social Media compared to In-Person Interactions. This theme contains discussions of
differences between online and face-to-face communication, often including an evaluation
of online communication. This was found in 26 (out of 34) interviews and had a total of 118
instances.

(2)(a) Social Media as Enabling. This theme contains discussions of how the platform design
aids in participation. This was found in 33 (out of 34) interviews and had a total of 379
instances.

(b) Social Media as Overwhelming.This theme contains discussions of how the platform de-
sign hinders or restricts participation. This theme was identified in 33 (out of 34) interviews
and had a total of 262 instances.

(3) Perceived Social Norms. This theme contains discussions of perceived social norms, either
perceived only, or perceived and enacted. It was identified in 33 (out of 34) interviews and
had a total of 236 instances.

(4) Keeping Connected and Finding New Communities. This theme contains discussions of
using social media to connect with existing offline relations as well as new online groups
around special interests or shared experiences. It was found in 34 (out of 34) interviews and
had a total of 622 instances.

(5) Keeping Control through Systematic Practices. This theme contains discussions of
control over the platform design (i.e. chronological vs algorithmic newsfeed) and control
over interactions in order to manage responses, avoid misunderstandings and conflict. It was
found in all 34 interviews and had a total of 339 instances.

(6) Being Authentic. This theme contains discussions of perceived social norms which are
discarded by participants in favour of authentic (to themselves) behaviour, and discussions
of using social media for personal interests. It was identified in all 34 interviews and had a
total of 844 instances.

The final themes were then applied to all interview transcripts (including those used in the first
round of coding) by the autistic researcher (author 1). The Findings section will provide an overview
of the findings and discuss each theme individually.

4 FINDINGS
The six themes that were present in the data showed overlap based on perceptions and uses of
social media by the participants. Firstly, participants talked about their everyday experiences of
current social media platforms and the social realities of their use. These discussions were captured
in the themes ‘Social Media as Enabling/Overwhelming’ and ‘Social Media compared to In-Person
Interactions’. Secondly, participants discussed their perceptions of neurotypical norms on social
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media, and how this related to their own experiences. This is captured in the theme ‘Perceived
Social Norms’. Thirdly, participants talked about how they enacted specific perceived affordances
of social media sites and their individual purposes of using social media. This is captured in the
themes ‘Keeping Connected and Finding New Communities’, ‘Keeping Control through Systematic
Practices’, and ‘Being Authentic’.

Our analysis of the data highlights a connection between each theme and current social media
design. The platform designs influence how participants use the platforms and how they perceive
others to be using the platforms. The themes we present here are not mutually exclusive; instead
each influences the other as the purpose of this paper is to provide insight into how autistic adults
enact social media affordances and how this enactment could influence the current state of social
media design in order to improve the accessibility and inclusivity of social media for autistic people.

4.1 The value of social media compared to in-person interactions
Twenty-six out of 34 participants reflected on their use of social media by comparing it to face-to-
face communication. From the 26, three participants preferred offline interactions, four felt they
used social media for different purposes than they would do in-person interaction, four felt social
media and offline interactions were of similar benefit, while 15 participants showed preference
for online interactions, with some reporting social media boosted their confidence to express
themselves:

I just found, whenever I was on social media, it just felt easier, like I felt more confident
talking […] it felt easier to express my opinion for instance […] like I know I would say,
“Is it okay if I speak up?” or I would be constantly asking for permission, even though I
don’t need to. Whereas on social media I’m like, “I’m just going to jump in here and
just type a wee comment.” (F1)

Others related their preference for interacting via social media to experiences of conflict, frustra-
tion, and feelings of being overwhelmed when interacting with people in-person: “I find it much
easier to step away, I can literally just say, “Right, phone’s going down, I’m stepping away”, whereas if
you’re in like a real conversation and it becomes a debate which I’m not the best in, I don’t know how
to get out of it” (F1). The ability to ‘step away’ from interactions allowed participants to remove
themselves from overwhelming situations, both due to interactions with other users as well as the
platform design, which can after continuous exposure cause meltdowns. Participants appreciated
the perceived ‘space’ that online interactions provided, both as it was felt to allow for easy breaks
without judgment which allows autistic users to find a calm space and reduce overwhelm, and as it
allows for time to process situations, when required: “I don’t process speech well, and I have more
time to think about what I say or reply when it is online” (TF11). Participant F1 elaborated on this:

if I’m talking in person I feel like I over-talk or I don’t know how to get a word in.
Whereas on typing, like I could just wait until, […] I know most apps you can see when
they’re typing. So, the moment I saw typing I’m like, “Right, I’m getting in there”. I feel
like that’s way easier […] that’s why I would say to someone, “Please text me, don’t
call me”, because it’s so much easier. (F1)

Having the additional time and space allowed the participants to manage interactions with others
in their preferred way while minimising the social judgment that may arise if they were to walk
away from in-person interactions. Participant TF11 went on to say that she “tend[s] to say less in
everyday life” as online interactions allow time for her to “check” her posts with friends before
posting.

Participants also discussed how negative offline interactions influenced their interactional pref-
erences when interacting with other people on social media. “If I’m out in a physical place, I have to
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gauge what someone’s intention is when they go to talk to me, because it’s not a given that everyone’s
going to be nice, and I don’t always know that until it’s too late” (TF18). Several participants talked
about negative reactions they have received in face-to-face communications, which, as we will
show in more detail in section 4.5, translates into a desire for control of social interactions in order
to avoid conflict or misunderstandings. Participants perceived that this control is more achievable
in online communications, not in the least as it allows for users to disengage with interactions
when they become overwhelming.

However, not all participants preferred online communication with a few noting that the lack of
social cues online, e.g. body language, tone, can more easily lead to misunderstandings: “I think
sometimes I might come across as very blunt and you can’t necessarily detect the tone in written
language” (TF20). The longer time between responses, while generally perceived as positive, may
also contribute to this as it creates a longer period of uncertainty in regard to how a user’s post
or comment is being received. This suggests a need for options to clearly indicate tone. We will
elaborate further on these tensions in the pros and cons of social media use for the participants in
the following themes.

4.2 Social media as enabling yet overwhelming
Beyond the broader comparison to offline communications, participants went into detail on the
design of the different social media platforms. This primarily covered Facebook and Twitter as
those were the platforms our participants primarily used as part of our study, although participants
also brought up other platforms including Instagram, Reddit, and LinkedIn. The architecture and
design of a platform was found to be both facilitative and constraining As shown in Table 2,
participants more often described social media as enabling than overwhelming. Participants found
social media particularly helpful in facilitating social interaction as it was felt to be a low-effort
way of connecting. For example, certain platform features allow for pre-packaged communication
such as Twitter Retweets: “[Retweeting is] a way to very low value interaction, because essentially
you’re saying to the creator, I agree with this. It’s like a like, but it’s also letting your audience know a
limited bit about you. […] it’s also a sort of way for me to bookmark something and save something
[…] otherwise I don’t tend to make original tweet content on Twitter” (TF10). Retweeting was also
seen as a way to “succinctly express a commonly held opinion or truth” (T4) and when participants
wanted “to post something but I don’t feel I’m going to get my point across” (F1). Some platforms
support greater degrees of multimodal interaction, providing different options for autistic people
to express themselves, such as searching for GIFs and including them in the content of posts:

GIFs are just an easier way to express maybe emotional context, which I think can be
lost in text. So it’s quick. They can be funny and I think they can convey something
quicker and easier than just writing, and also if you write “well done, you’ve done
really well”, it can come across as contrived I think, and so less so with GIFs. I find
GIFs very useful to avoid confusion. (T5)

Participants also referred to a number of other pre-packaged interactions [15] that they felt
allowed for low-effort participation. This includes “prompted” connections (TF15), where Facebook
suggests friends which participant TF15 then friend requested, and polls: “with a poll, I pretty much
always will [respond] because it’s just a click of the button, it’s anonymous and it’s fun, and I like seeing
the results” (TF19). These pre-packaged interactional means provide autistic users with low-effort
ways to engage with others, which require less energy from the autistic user as an open-ended
post or comment would require.

Similarly, participants found social media to provide a way of staying connected to others without
active participation through comments or posts: “I can vaguely see what other people are doing from
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time to time so you still feel a bit involved in the world but without having to necessarily make much
effort” (F2). Prior research has also noted how passive use of social media is a common practice for
autistic people [28] and mimics a form of autistic socialising through being in the presence of others
without the pressure or requirement to actively interact ([4], p. 421; [27], p. 132). While this method
of socialising appears specific to autistic adults, the importance of proximity without interaction
has also been shown in other groups such as those managing depression [14], demonstrating the
usefulness of this study beyond only autistic users.

While these features provided low-effort participation options, and participants on the whole
had a preference for interactions online compared to in-person, the overall experience of social
media platforms was generally disliked. The overall lay-out of different platforms was found to be
overwhelming and disjointed by participants, and the reliance on algorithmic social and newsfeeds
on most platforms was generally disliked. The social feeds on both Twitter and Facebook were
found to be “like [a] weirdly disjointed selection of information which was “quite jarring” (TF10) and
the reliance on algorithmic newsfeeds was seen as a loss of control over what participants could
see or access which led in some cases to distress: “No, I do not want you deciding what I see, I want
to see it in order please. I was last on here 24 hours ago so I want to see what’s been in the last 24 hours,
you telling me something that happened in the middle of last week is no use to me!” (TF2). As autistic
people can struggle with sensory overload, and generally exhibit a preference for ordered routines
[3], the common changes and updates to platforms as well as the seemingly disordered algorithmic
newsfeeds lie in contrast to autistic preferences. We return to these issues in later themes where
we discuss how participants attempt to regain control over their algorithmic social feeds.

4.3 Understanding online social norms
One of the major challenges with social media participants reported in interviews was being able
to understand what is, and what is not, perceived to be appropriate ways to interact with others
on social media. For instance, participant F1 made observations around how others used and
appropriated emojis in order to shape their own emoji use: “I have noticed in, if I look at comments
that are like arguing there’s no emojis, there’s no, there is sometimes punctuation but there’s no emojis
whereas the lighter ones have emojis. So, I think that’s where my brain has maybe thought, ‘Oh, let’s
use emojis in the lighter ones and no emojis in the more serious ones.’” (F1). Fifteen participants
discussed how they attempt to observe how others use social media and mimic that use to blend in,
with one participant referring to social media as a “mask” (TF15). The conception of social media
this way seems based on ‘masking’, when autistic people hide their autism in order to ‘pass’ as
neurotypical. While masking is no way solely related to social norms, as it also includes behaviours
like suppressing stimming, autistic researchers have found one part of masking to be the adaptation
to neurotypical behaviours and social norms [33]. This practice was explicitly described as an
attempt to follow “rules” or “protocols” by participants, where many of them perceived social media
as comprising a rigid set of interactional norms that should be followed: “I just tend to follow the
protocol I’ve seen other people doing, and also to be mindful of the kind of rules as well” (TF21).The way
participants discussed social interactions was presented as a form of ‘rules’, ‘protocol’, or something
that can be observed and copied. Social norms are generally established implicitly, whereas autistic
people have a general preference for more explicit explanations [44]. This is demonstrated in how
participants talked about expected behaviours as ‘rules’ rather than norms or preferences. TF8
discussed in detail how they observe and mimic other users:

I really don’t know anyone that finds it so complex as I do. So with the hashtags, it’s
a way of me trying to, it’s a bit like a foreign person noticing that somebody uses
this sort of phrase, and it’s not part of what they’ve learned in the English lessons, or
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whatever classes they’ve gone to, but they’ve noticed a phrase and they think, “Oh
I’ve heard people use that a lot, I’ll give that a try and use that and I might fit in a bit
more, I might use it, but I might say it in the wrong context sometimes.” So it’s almost
like you’re trying to, I’m trying to fit in and join in and things by using this hashtag
thing, whereas logically I see, I understand the use for it logically, but there’s other
things there I put a hashtag in front of something, or an @ symbol, and an @ symbol
is obviously to try and find somebody, copy somebody in or mention somebody. But
with the hashtag, sometimes I’ll think, so I understand the rule of it, which is, or the
idea is to try and capture a topic or a leading phrase or something, so that people will
more easily find your tweets. But then I might put something in and find that hashtag
doesn’t exist, or it’s not maybe got so many things associated with it. (TF8)

This participant compares social norms to a “foreign language” and social media norms as things
that are not explicitly taught but picked up through observation and practice. She also differentiates
between “logical” use, seemingly relating to the action that is accomplished through the use of
@ or #, and some context-specific use that is less clear. This relates to a characteristic of autism
that makes it difficult to detect implied meanings or social norms, which was also highlighted
in participants’ discussions of emojis as having underlying meanings that are understood by all
neurotypicals: “People send me all these emojis and I’m like I haven’t got a clue what they mean” (F2).

In their interview, participant TF8 continues to discuss the attempts that she makes to understand
how hashtags are used and to use a hashtag in the same way, again highlighting the effort it can take
for autistic people to interact in a neurotypically acceptable way. Other participants picked up on
the potential for harmful interactions with others when they have not understood the implications
of using certain features or language:

I think maybe especially for people with autism who maybe aren’t quite as, shall we
say, I know I’m not always so not that great at picking up maybe cues or cultural things.
And I think because of the pace the internet moves, you can very easily be left behind
and then, and then if you do a faux pas not everyone is that forgiving so, and it can
really make you feel kind of lousy. (TF3)

Our data suggests that autistic adults have a clear understanding of the potential for harm on
social media and an overt awareness that social media has interactional norms as face-to-face
interactions do. However, there is also a perception that neurotypical users have a universal
understanding of social media, most likely heavily influenced by offline experiences where many
of our participants reported being chastised for not ‘correctly’ following social norms. This seems
to impact interaction on social media, possibly leading to effortful, and excessively careful use in
order to avoid misunderstandings and conflict.

4.4 Keeping connected and finding new communities
Participants discussed the value they found in using social media to connect with others. Social
media was valued for keeping in contact with existing friends and family. As discussed previously,
participants particularly talked positively about the low-effort required to keep in contact with
friends and family that social media provided:

I think I use all these things as very quick convenient ways to see what’s going on with
my friends and family, and in the things I’m interested in what’s going on, has somebody
discovered something new, has somebody found something new, got something new
to talk about, and it’s just a very quick and easy way to keep in touch. (TF27)

Perhaps more importantly however, participants felt that social media was especially valuable
in enabling them to find new communities and social connections, in ways that they had always
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struggled to do with offline relationships. Some participants recognised they had niche interests,
and that they had struggled to find groups and peers within their social circles who had similar
interests to themselves. Because of this, groups on Facebook and discussions around specific Twitter
hashtags were seen to enabling them to find communities around clear topics of interest to them:
“It’s helpful in some ways, as I say, because I found groups related to my writing or to my son’s needs or
to my needs and so in many ways it’s been helpful” (F2). This was further elaborated by participant
F1:

that’s where groups come in because say I wanted to post about a Plushie I had, I’d
go on to like [plushie Facebook Group] or [build teddy bears Facebook Group]. For
autism, my autism group. If I want to be, if it’s about cos play I’ll go on to a cos play
group […] or even like I say mental health, a mental health group. […] that;s why I find
groups easier because you can find your audience […] I go on Facebook and I actually
check my groups more because they’re the ones that, they’re my niches, they’re the
ones I’m interested in whereas my main one I’m like, “Whatever”. (F1)

Having a clearly delineated purpose to a group and its social interactions, aligns with autistic
preferences for information-based interactions over small talk [4] [27]. This also highlights an
autistic strength for openness and interest in learning about specific interest topics [4] as participants
talked about the open access nature particularly of Twitter, allowing them to connect with people
they would normally never interact with:

That’s the value of something like Twitter: the variety and the difference in people’s
styles and mode of communication, that differs to mine. That’s where you get things
that you might see or spot that you might have not thought of before or might get a
different way of thinking that you didn’t consider, and that’s a huge benefit in itself.
(TF26)

Aligning with discussions within the theme on the enabling yet overwhelming qualities of social
media, participants discussed the slow reduction of these types of interactions as platforms moved
to algorithmic feeds and showing users similar posts to their own. There was a clear lack of trust
in the platforms to be able to accurately predict what autistic users wanted to see, potentially
highlighting an algorithm geared towards neurotypical social media use. We discuss this further in
the next theme.

4.5 Keeping control through systematic practices
Aligning with the lack of trust in the algorithms, participants reported a range of practices they
had established to regain control over the types of posts, content, and media that is shared in their
news and social feeds. One participant made basic attempts to “manipulate” the algorithm:

I’m dependent on the algorithm of Facebook as to what it actually shows me day by
day, but I don’t know how to manipulate the algorithm other than every now and again,
just throwing in a search for something totally obscure, just to confuse the algorithm.
(F3)

Other participants reported carefully enacted routines and practices that they had established
to maintain close control over their interactions with people in their network. The desire for
control appears to align with two types of autistic experiences. Firstly, this related to participants’
preferences for routines [3]: “I always go on it first thing in the morning, I always go on it last thing
at night, I always go on it when I get in from work, lunchtimes. On Facebook, every time I go onto it, I
scroll back through everything since the last time I looked at it, I stopped doing that on Twitter because
it’s become overwhelming. (TF12). This was echoed by TF13: “I go through the recent tab and I just
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literally scroll through until I’m caught up, is what I do. […] I’m not sure if it shows you every single
thing, which is annoying. I’d rather just have every single thing and hide it if I don’t want to see it
because it’s too much” (TF13). Here TF13 demonstrates an attitude displayed by multiple participants
regarding their preference for control over what they see on their newsfeed, and a common practice
of carefully scrolling through the entire newsfeed until familiar posts appear. Similar uses described
by participants were activities like checking every single notification, checking birthday lists on
Facebook, and wishing each person ‘happy birthday’. While not everyone checked their entire
newsfeed, most participants did discuss their own individual routines that they followed when
they used social media, illustrating almost systematic approaches of working through the various
platforms to mitigate concerns around missing posts and content being hidden by algorithms.

Participants also appropriated certain social media features as ways to reassert control over their
algorithmic feeds. One participant used the notifications system as a way to remain in control of
Twitter content: “I’ve set Twitter up so that it notifies me whether people I’m particularly interested in
post. They pop up as notifications […] the notifications are a select view of things I’m really interested
in or people that I don’t want to feel I’m severing the connection with” (TF12). Ten participants used
the blocking, muting, or hiding functions to keep Facebook content manageable:

I have made use of the hide function to make Facebook less overwhelming so you’re
not scrolling forever just seeing things you’re not interested in in the slightest, or
people that you didn’t really know that well anyway that just happen to be in your
tutor group or something. […] I hide who I see to make it less overwhelming and just
stick to the people I am actually interested in. (TF13)

This kind of appropriation, where people use features for purposes other than what was intended
by the designers, demonstrates how sophisticated and imaginative autistic social media users are.

The second type of control was displayed in participants’ desire to control social interactions,
manifesting in discussions of preventing misunderstandings and avoiding conflicts. This is po-
tentially rooted in autistic participants’ offline experiences, as autistic people may often have
experiences of being misunderstood or be perceived as rude: “Because obviously having autism,
I’ve grown up with the expectation that people don’t like me, because there have been many, many
examples of that” (TF15). In order to avoid misunderstandings and avoid being drawn into larger,
potentially overwhelming, conflicts, participants talked about the care and attention they put into
writing posts and comments in order to ensure that the intention and tone is portrayed accurately:

Well, I think certainly when you’re talking to a person [online], emojis help to convey
the kind of tone that you’re perhaps trying to say something, which has previously
perhaps been difficult, or people might misread or misinterpret. So something like an
emoji might help to indicate that you might not be saying something seriously or trying
to criticise someone. Written messages are quite different to verbal communication,
where you lack the tone of voice or facial expression to help aid what you’re trying to
say. (TF26)

As the quote demonstrates, while some participants discussed struggling with emojis in particular
in regards to their social meanings (see section 4.3), eight participants talked about a reliance on
emojis in order to “clarify tone” (TF10). Used emojis were often the ‘simpler’ facial expressions such
as , or shapes with standard meanings like a heart:

It’s like the wee hearts one, that’s actually become a bit of a habit for me and generally
that’s me saying […] “I’m not being pushy, I’m not being rude, I’m just trying to just
clarify this is just what’s happening” and it’s just, because I have noticed […] people
do misinterpret it and they think I’m being rude but that’s not the case, it’s usually just
me saying, “No, I’m not trying to attack you or anything, I’m just explaining”. So, that
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wee emoji […] takes a wee bit of the seriousness out and it makes them realise, “Oh
wait, this is not a confrontation”. (F1)

While it can be said that all social media users do this to some extent including neurotypical
users, our interviews suggest that autistic users pay a lot of attention to potential interpretations of
their posts and experience anxiety around potential misunderstandings, while also grounding their
expectations of misunderstandings in previous, offline, experiences.

4.6 Being Authentic
Finally, participants discussed how they prefer to use social media in a way that is authentic to them,
at times subverting social norms in favour of individual preferences. This included, for instance,
posting for the sake of posting rather than expecting engagement, only commenting or engaging
with posts they were genuinely interested in, and using platform features in a way that they felt
was authentic to them. Participants also talked about creative ways in which they adapted platform
features to their personal likings and personality. Participant T4 for example discussed her use of
emojis, displaying a creative emoji use grounded in logical reasoning about effort: “I use emojis
when I want to be more emphatic but words seem insincere. A carefully chosen selection of fruit (

- Gift of fruit) is more meaningful than “Thanks a lot” – as it shows an investment
of time” (T4). Here this participant displays a logical reasoning behind the emoji use, as T4 uses
emojis to demonstrate an effort made, through choosing specific fruits, as opposed to a quick emoji
that may be chosen as it is a common choice or one that others have used.

Additionally, participants talked about posts as a way of expressing themselves rather than
invoking a response or creating an interaction. Participant TF10 drew a comparison between social
media posts and artwork:

With everything that I put out I don’t expect or anticipate a response, and I’m certainly
surprised sometimes when things pick up. […] It’s like putting art up on your walls and
having friends over, and instead of going, yeah, and asking them for response to it and
what they think of it, you’re just inviting your friends over and might go, wow I love
this painting up here on this wall, and you go, thanks I did it myself, and then you have
a chat about it. It’s like that. You just put things out there and if it sticks, it sticks and
that’s cool, but I don’t expect, especially with tagging people in memes. So I’ll always
respond. If I get tagged in a meme I’ll always respond to it or at the very minimum I’ll
do an emoji react to it, but I don’t necessarily have the anticipation that people always
will, because I know that people use social media in different ways. […] But people
have a different way of using social media, don’t they, so I don’t really expect, yeah,
I’ve no expectations, which sounds really depressing but it’s not. It’s just I don’t care.
It’s like [inaudible] apathy, if that makes sense. (TF10)

As demonstrated in the example, participants talked about using social media for their own,
individual purposes, with social interaction as a positive extra. Profiles or homefeeds are a way of
sharing personal interests, but not to invite or expect responses, rather as a way of self-presentation.

5 DISCUSSION
Our findings support previous research that found social media to be a valuable tool for meeting
new people and finding ‘safe’ spaces around mutual interests [13, 15, 25, 32]. However, our study
sheds more light on how autistic adults view Twitter and Facebook from their perspective, as
opposed to the immediate assignment of social media as an interactional space. While social
interaction was still a much-discussed topic, participants also talked about the use of social media
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for non-interactional purposes including using their profile as a photo album or diary that happens
to be public.

Participants generally preferred social media over in-person interactions, as online communi-
cation allows for less sensory stimulation (see also [15]) as well as more control over when to
engage. However, while the social interaction side of social media was preferred over in-person
socialising, the algorithm and general design of platforms were described as overwhelming. The
constantly updating newsfeed on both Twitter and Facebook created additional stress, in particular
the algorithmic newsfeed that both Twitter and Facebook now use as standard was described as
confusing. The existing features that allow users to change the newsfeed to their preferences, e.g.
by setting it to chronological, were found to be useful by participants but they also resorted to their
own approaches including one participant who described trying to “confuse” (F3) the algorithm in
order to regain some control over their newsfeed. These findings demonstrate that social media
research in regards to autistic users needs to go beyond a focus on social interaction and include
consideration of the websites themselves. Our recommendations in the following section aim to be
some of the first to address these particular issues.

This desire for control was also found in social interactions online. Participants discussed finding
(neurotypical) social norms difficult to understand, similarly to offline interactions [18]. Participants
developed strategies to deal with this including mimicking other users, and retreating from groups
all together. Burke et al. already demonstrated these issues [15], highlighting the lack of trust in
online interactions as well as high potential for misunderstandings through a lack of additional
cues. Participants again developed strategies including the use of emojis, relying on the text-image
connection to develop meaning [51]. Our design recommendations build on these strategies already
developed by autistic users in order to create platforms that are in line with autistic preferences.

Following a general trend in autism research [35], HCI and CSCW scholarship has mostly
focused on autistic children and adolescents [46]. Research that has focused on autistic adults has
found that with increasing difficulties such as mobility issues, social media becomes increasingly
important for keeping social connections alive [8]. As a result, not many design-oriented studies
exist about social media and autistic adults. Within these, those of Burke et al. [15] and Page et al.
[38] include design recommendations. Burke et al. suggest the use of information visualisation to
represent how individual behaviour (e.g. messaging frequency, number of posts) compares “against
a descriptive norm” [15, p. 432]; and the provision of “trust metrics for potential friends” [15, p. 432].
Page et al. recommend removing ambiguity and being explicit (e.g. in the naming of features);
providing real time and well structured social guidance; and designing for safety [38]. In addition,
in their study about video conferencing use by autistic adults, Zolyomi et al. provide general design
directions targeted at all computer-mediated communication [55]. They recommend bolstering
attention by limiting distractions; supporting translation and interpretation of social and emotional
cues; and providing conversational assistance. In all cases, the authors highlight how many of
their recommendations would also benefit non-autistic social media users. The emphasis here is
on “resonant design” [39], i.e. on identifying how the needs of autistic and non-autistic people
overlap so that social media interfaces can address the widest possible audience [9]. Our design
recommendations are perhaps less concerned with resonance between autistic and non-autistic
social media use, relying instead on flexibility, choice, and customisation as strategies for inclusive
design [9]. We recognise that some of the design considerations we outline in the next section
may contribute little to neurotypical social media use. We argue that such design considerations
are desirable nonetheless, since they will result in social media systems that acknowledge and
accommodate human difference.
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6 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Our findings reveal how existing social media platforms are found to be very valuable to our
autistic participants. However, these platforms are also generally designed to suit neurotypical
sensibilities and communication styles, making autistic users solely responsible for navigating
their difference. Social media designers could take inspiration from interaction theory approaches
[23], which distribute responsibility for successful communication across all participants, both
neurotypical and autistic. This perspective would entail inviting neurotypical users to discover
and engage with autistic people on their own terms. Autistic people, on the other hand, should be
provided with ways to express their efforts, frustrations, and struggles, as well as to enact forms of
use and interaction styles that feel authentic to them.

It is the ultimate goal of this paper to encourage and support researchers and designers of social
media platforms to become more receptive to autistic sensibilities. Based on the perspectives and
experiences of our participants, we introduce a set of design concerns and action areas for social
media platforms that wish to become more inclusive of autistic adults. These include expanding
low-effort participation features, providing increased control over algorithmic content, supporting
expression of intent and tone, aiding discovery of interactional norms and reinforcing interest-based
sociality. We discuss these in the following sections.

6.1 Expanding low-effort participation features
Well-defined, low-effort communication features and social interactions [15] such as ‘likes’ and
‘reactions’ were well received by our autistic participants. The appeal of these pre-packaged
interactions is justified, in light of the extraordinary effort our participants invested in crafting
their user-generated content in an attempt to avoid misunderstandings and conflict. Back in 2010,
Burke et al. listed ‘likes’; and birthday reminders as examples of pre-packaged social interactions
[15]. Our participants also mentioned polls, the expanded pool of Facebook reactions, the ability to
share other people’s posts (e.g. via retweets), tagging people, and automated posting.

The benefits of these pre-packaged interactions for autistic social media users should encourage
platforms to continue experimenting and adding such features. For instance, one of our participants
mentioned having “a series of standardised responses” (T4) they would reuse as part of their autism
advocacy via social media. Platforms could enable this practice by providing a personalised space to
save pre-written user-generated content for reuse, and by offering standardised textual responses
similar to the ones currently available through some email clients.

6.2 Increased control over algorithmic content
Our participants described the problems derived from algorithmic content feeds. These interfere
with their carefully crafted usage routines and serve content of dubious relevance. In addition, they
do not take into account autistic preferences for limited amounts of content to manage sensory
overload, as well as for finite feeds, i.e. streams of content one can reach the end of, rather than
scroll infinitely.

Autistic social media users would benefit from a higher degree of control over the content served
to them by social media platforms. This control should cover the amount of content, the nature
and format of the content (textual, visual, auditory), the content sources (e.g. direct contacts vs.
strangers), and particularly the rules governing ordering and delivery.

Platforms could consider the provision of different content selection and ordering options,
expanded filters, the ability to create fine-grained rules, and the possibility of configuring different
feed versions one can easily switch between. Such features would empower autistic users to enact
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their preferred use routines and rules, including limiting the amount of content in feeds to suit
their sensory needs.

6.3 Supporting the expression of intent and tone
Our participants crafted their social media interactions with great attention and care in order
to prevent misunderstandings and confrontation. This concern is potentially rooted in autistic
participants’ negative offline social experiences. Ensuring that intention and tone are conveyed
accurately was therefore crucial for our autistic participants when using social media.

More could be done to aid the expression of intent and tone in social media platforms. Support for
this task is currently provided mostly through emojis and, to a lesser extent, through animated GIFs.
However, as observed in the Findings section, emojis are a contentious feature between autistic
adults. Although some of our participants used them extensively and creatively, others experienced
difficulties with them. Emojis over-reliance on facial expressions made them hard to interpret for
autistic people.Their standard or default meaning remains hidden in most platforms, forcing users to
figure out how to use them by themselves through observation, trial and error, or collaboration with
trusted others. Social media platforms could enable customisation of existing emoji collections to
support self-expression and authentic self-presentation.They could also experiment with alternative
visual representations of emotion, tone, and intent. For instance, Zolyomi et al. described suggestions
from autistic Twitter users such as ‘a side-eye’ button, to indicate that one is choosing not to respond
to a tweet they have seen; and ‘a joke button’, to clearly identify sarcasm and humour [56].

6.4 Aiding discovery of interactional norms
One of the major challenges experienced by our participants was the discovery and enacting of
what they perceived as interactional rules or protocols, i.e. what is and what is not appropriate when
engaging with others through social media. In existing social media platforms, it falls to autistic
people to uncover the unwritten rules that govern interactions. Our participants received no help
with this task and were left to their own devices while attempting to make sense of these norms.
The strategies deployed included observation, mimicking, and trial and error. These approaches,
however, generated significant anxiety, and several participants reported negative experiences and
responses connected to not following the implied rules.

Platforms should support the discovery and enacting of social media practices and interactional
norms underpinning the ‘neurotypically acceptable way’ of using social media. Although autistic
people should not have to conform to neurotypical norms, having the choice and being better able
to do so may be useful, given the stigma that still surrounds autism, and the lack of acceptance of
autistic norms by the general public.

Even if these neurotypically acceptable ways do not strictly exist or are fluid, some explicit
articulation of a standard or default would provide autistic users with a starting point for experi-
mentation, and a safety net when clashing with others over their style or approach to social media
use. Explanations of interactional norms should be displayed through consistent design patterns,
so that they can be easily found for any new features and interface elements.

6.5 Reinforcing interest-based sociality
One of the main strengths of social media identified by autistic participants was the ability to
connect with others through shared interests, and to form communities around clear topics. Social
media engagement with a clear purpose aligns with autistic preferences for information-based
interactions. Several participants in our study took advantage of this affordance, creating and
moderating their own social media groups. The importance of this special interest-based approach
to sociality has also been highlighted by prior research [38].
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Features like groups and hashtags currently provide a space for communities of interest to
come together. However, discovering others who share one’s interests, experiences, and hobbies
remains difficult. Platforms building networks through individual identities and common personal
connections should consider surfacing interest-based information and providing ways of finding
others based on shared interests.

7 CONCLUSIONS
While there has been more recent attention to the experiences of autistic adults, they still constitute
an under-researched group of users, in particular considering the lack of research that does not
draw on proxy participants like parents of autistic people or support workers. By drawing on the
analysis of 34 semi-structured interviews, we showed not only how autistic participants use and
experience social media and what their preferences are, but also that autistic adults have clear and
useful insights into social media platforms that can lead to improved experiences for all users.

The perspectives of our autistic participants can be separated into six themes. Firstly, participants
talked about their everyday experiences of current social media platforms and the social realities
of their use in the themes ‘social media compared to in-person interactions’ and ‘social media as
enabling and/or overwhelming’. Secondly, participants discussed their perceptions of neurotypical
norms on social media in the theme ‘perceived social norms’. Thirdly, participants talked about how
they enacted specific perceived affordances of social media sites and their individual purposes of
using social media in the themes ‘keeping connected and finding new communities’, ‘keeping control
through systematic practices’, and ‘being authentic’. While platforms provide low-stakes, low-effort
opportunities to interact through for example likes, as well as means of passive socialising, often
preferred by autistic people, it can also be constraining to have a limit on posts and comments as
on Twitter, and the amount of information present on newsfeeds both on Facebook and Twitter can
be overwhelming for autistic users. The lack of control over what is shown was generally perceived
negatively by all participants. In the second theme, we showed how autistic participants perceive
social norms on platforms. Participants discussed that they can struggle with implicit social norms,
or ‘rules’ as they often referred to them, which leads to some participants avoiding specific groups
completely. In the third theme, we see how these perceptions and observations of both platform
design and uses are mitigated by participants with current affordances and what preferences they
have for additional features. Participants discussed using social media to stay connected with offline
relationships and connect with interest-based groups. There was a clear preference for control both
in terms of the platform itself, e.g. newsfeed content, and interactions with other users to avoid
conflict and misunderstandings. The final code ‘being authentic’ demonstrated that if participants
did not feel comfortable or could identify clear behavioural norms, some would disengage. This
demonstrates the necessity for adaptations to platforms to increase inclusivity as autistic people
may rely on social media for connections [32].

We therefore suggest that platforms should take inspiration from interaction theory [23] ap-
proaches and acknowledge the responsibility of neurotypical people and interfaces in ensuring
successful communication with autistic counterparts. We recommend that social media designers
continue adding pre-packaged communication options, increase user control over algorithmic
content, better support expressions of intent and tone, make explicit platform interactional norms,
and enhance interest-based sociality. These recommendations will increase the possibilities for
participation and lower sensory and social overwhelm for autistic users. In addition, these im-
provements could benefit other neurodiverse and neurotypical users and improve inclusivity on a
broader basis beyond solely autistic users.
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Irrelevant questions to individual participants were excluded based on our observation of their social
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I would like to ask you some questions about your life and use of the Internet in the past few
years. We are interested in anything you would like to share about yourself.

• Can you introduce yourself? Prompts: And then what happened? What did you do after that?
How did you feel about that?

• How come you started using the platform (Twitter or Facebook)?
• Is your experience of using the social media platform to connect with your social circles

different from using other technology (such as autism support websites or using WhatsApp
with friends)? If so, how?

• If you use both Twitter and Facebook, do you use these platforms for different activities/pur-
poses?

Section 2 Everyday use of online networking and the environment. Time 20 min
• How do you use Facebook/Twitter and where? Prompts: do you usually use it in home setting

out a specific time for browsing/posting or are you a more ‘on the go’ person, accessing the
site periodically throughout the day, via a smartphone, for example?

• Howwould you describe the role of online networking in your life? Prompts: e.g. some people
find that social media helps them to present themselves in a particular way professionally or
with friends

• Do you participate in Facebook groups or hashtag-driven discussions on Twitter? Or do you
mostly read and observe the content without posting?

• How do you decide when and where to post (e.g. to post a status update or a comment in a
Facebook Group? Could you give examples?

• Do you feel the use of the Internet and Facebook/Twitter has been a positive experience or
have there been any experiences you are not happy about? Can you elaborate?

• What would you describe as the main benefits or disadvantages of using online social
networking by autistic adults? Are there any reasons for or against longterm use?

• (if the participant is a long term user) Do you think the way you use (and feel about) online
networking has changed since you first registered on the site? How?

Section 3 Using specific platform features Time 15-20 min
I’d like to talk a bit more about your ways of using the Facebook/Twitter platform. You can share

your screen if you wanted to showmewhich pages/groups/features you usually access/contribute to,
or talk me through any other relevant content. I also have copies of some of your posts (downloaded
during the observation phase of the study) which I had shared with you before the interview. I
would like to use some of these posts now to facilitate our discussion.

• Can you tell me a bit more about your experiences of using Facebook/Twitter specific feature
such as posting in specific pages/groups, and/or using hashtags to contribute to specific
discussions?

• Facebook/Twitter is said to be about ‘social networking’. How would you describe your
‘network’? Prompt: what are the main components or who are the main actors? (You can
show me these on the site if you wish).

• In social media it is often difficult to understand or foresee who will read and engage with
your message. Have you experienced this?

• Do you have a particular audience in mind when you write a post? Prompt: do you imagine
particular people will read your post?

• (If the participant uses platform specific means of address) How do you decide when to use
tagging, mentioning name, using @) ?
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• (If the participant uses retweets) Why do you retweet and/or use ‘Quote Tweets’ (and/or
‘share’ on Facebook)?

• When looking at your online activity I could see that you use language as well as images or
videos in your posts: in this example (looking at example shared on screen), why did you
decide to use this image/this combination of language and image? (Or: why did you decide
to add this emoticon/emoji/punctuation – what does it help you to convey?)

• If you could change anything about the site’s features or about online networking in general,
what would it be?

Many thanks for your time and your participation! Do you have any questions?
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